Microindentation can discriminate between damaged and intact human bone tissue.
Bone mineral density and microarchitecture was found to predict 70-95% of bone strength. Microdamage, as factor of bone quality, might help to explain the remaining uncertainties. The goal of this study was to investigate whether microindentation can discriminate between intact and severely damaged human vertebral bone tissue in vitro. One portion from each human vertebral slice (N=35) tested in compression in a previous study was embedded, polished and tested in wet conditions by means of microindentation. The indentation moduli and hardness (HV) of trabecular, osteonal and interstitial bone structural units were computed along the cranio-caudal direction. Each indented region was defined as damaged or intact as seen under a light microscope. A total of 1190 indentations were performed. While both hardness and indentation modulus were independent from gender, both mechanical properties were affected by damage and microstructure. The damaged regions showed 50% lower stiffness and hardness compared to undamaged ones. Interstitial bone was stiffer and harder (13.2±4.4 GPa and 44.7±20.3 HV) than osteonal bone (10.9±3.8 GPa and 37.8±17.3 HV), which was stiffer and harder than trabecular bone (8.1±3.0 GPa and 28.8±11.2 HV) indented in the transverse direction. Moreover, along the axial direction intact trabecular bone (11.4±4.3 GPa) was 16% less stiff than the intact interstitial bone and as stiff as intact osteonal bone. In conclusion microindentation was found to discriminate between highly damaged and intact tissue in both trabecular and cortical bone tested in vitro. It remains to be investigated whether this technique would be able to detect also the damage, which is induced by physiological load in vivo.